Employee Theft Products

Covert Hidden Cameras

Businesses suffer loss due to employee theft, employee disloyalty, drug use, industrial espionage, and a number of other preventable acts of misconduct occurring at any given time. Dishonest employees are exceptionally sensitive to obvious detection equipment, such as alarms, mirrors, and rearrangement of targeted merchandise.

Today’s technology has produced miniature covert cameras that can be concealed in a variety of inconspicuous objects to document employee dishonesty and misconduct and that can be later used in employee termination and arbitration. As you view the catalog items, what items as a PI would you place in an office, a store room, a warehouse, shipping area, executive offices, and a showroom?

EZ Watch Security
http://www.ezwatch-security-cameras.com/custom_kit_builder/

Brick House Security

Security Kits
http://www.security-kits.com/
Spy-Cameras-Hidden-Cameras-p-1-c-252.html

TBO-Tech
http://www.hiddenpinholecameras.com/

Spy Camman
http://www.spycamman.com/

Palm Vid
http://www.palmvid.com/

Employee Theft Detection Equipment

Theft detection products are designed for trapping employee thieves. These non-toxic powders, pastes, and sprays are usually coated on articles subject to theft or tampering, such as currency, alarm boxes, and cash drawers.

The color of the powder or paste selected should be compatible with the surface color of the article being treated. Upon direct contact with the article, the suspect employee can be easily identified by the incriminating stain. The special dye formulation actually intensifies and spreads once the thief attempts to wash off the stain, and usually remains on the hands and clothing for days. Available in powder form for indoor use and paste form for use outdoors.

Tri Tech
http://www.tritechusa.com/servlet/Detail?n o=1615&category=Theft+Detection%3ACombination+Kit

Crime Sciences
http://www.crimesciences.com/StoreBox/visibletheftdetectionprod.htm

US Spy Store
http://www.uspystore.com/clue-spray---green-6-oz-.html

Impronte
http://www.impronte-digitali.cc/Marcatori%20Invisibili%20Kits.pdf

Light in the Box
http://www.lightinthebox.com/wholesale-Security-Systems_c797
Wireless and GPS Asset Tracking Devices

- Tracking the World
  http://www.trackingtheworld.com/
- Brick House Security
- Cisor
  http://www.ciscor.com/sys/anti_theft_device_asset_tracking_system.html

Polygraphs and Voice Stress Analyzers

Today, numerous private investigators are receiving certification in the use of the polygraph so that they can conduct an entire investigation without relying on outside examiners. There is a big demand for competent investigators to conduct pre-employment screenings, insurance fraud, and other civil investigations in addition to criminal and legal investigations. As you view the web sites below, pay particular attention to the additional information they provide, including professional associations, schools, training, newsletters, and trade shows.

- Lafayette
  http://www.lafayettepolygraph.com/products.asp
- Stoelting
  https://www.stoeltingco.com/stoelting/1466/Polygraph
- Liar Card
  http://www.liarcard.com/
- Lie-Detection
  http://www.lie-detection.com/
- Truth and Deception
  http://www.tdtvsacom/
- NITV
  http://www.evsa1.com/

Undercover Equipment

Undercover Body Wire Systems

An undercover agent’s activity should always be voice recorded for safety and documentation purposes. For serious PIs wishing to purchase this equipment, you may be required to call first and receive authorization from some manufacturers.

- Covert Systems
  http://www.covert-systems.com/audio/rec_body_wires.html
- Covert Systems
  http://www.covert-systems.com/audio/transmitter_body_wires.html
- Law Enforcement Associates

Undercover Fictitious Credentials

Back up your fictitious identity with a professional I.D. Card. Whether you are working surveillance or undercover assignments, you’ll need to match your description with your identity to avoid detection.

- Identity Solutions
  http://www.identity-solution.com/
- The ID Shop
  http://www.theidshop.com/
Narcotic Analysis Kits
When an undercover operative is investigating employees who are using or selling drugs, it is vital to identify and verify the suspected drugs. These narco kits offer presumptive identification of the most frequently abused drugs, including opium, heroin, cocaine, barbiturates, amphetamines, hallucinogens, and marijuana.

Cop Quest
Drug Strips
http://www.drugteststrips.com/
Drug Testing World
http://www.drugtestingworld.com/

Surveillance Borescope Kits
Increasingly, an undercover agent’s activity must be not only voice recorded, but also video taped for use as evidence, and to ensure the agent’s safety. In situations where a remote covert camera cannot be employed, the surveillance borescope is an ideal piece of investigative equipment for such needs. A room may be viewed using the borescope by drilling a small, inconspicuous hole in the partition. Wide angle lenses permit viewing the room in general, while high magnification scopes permit detailed views of small objects or documents. The surveillance borescope lets you see without being seen. Probe diameters range from 8 mm to as small as 1.7 mm. Flexible scopes are available, which allow you to see around corners or bypass obstructions. Flexible scopes up to 20 feet long are available, with or without illumination. Remote control permits detailed scanning of large areas, while interchangeable tips offer choice of field of view or magnification. All scopes permit the gathering of photographic evidence using either a 35 mm or CCIV camera.

Eyes Spy Pro
http://www.eyespypro.com/categories/
Spy-And-Surveillance/Borescopes/
Lenox
http://www.lenoxinst.com/borescopes.html

Surveillance Photography and Tailing Equipment
Van Surveillance Systems
For the serious investigator who specializes in surveillance and workers’ comp investigations, a discreet observational van is not only a good investment but also a necessity that provides for maximum ease of equipment control and viewing, including remote surveillance capability.

Odyssey
Vehicle Solutions
http://www.vehiclesolutionsnow.com/surveillance_private.htm
Global Security
Covert Systems
http://www.covert-systems.com/vans/pdf/van_catalog_08.pdf

**GPS Vehicle Tracking Devices**

Attach the transmitter to the vehicle, turn on your computer and follow your subject on a detail map wherever he goes including the streets he takes, his speed and time at each location. These are the newest, high-tech surveillance devices that uses satellites for global positioning.

- Brick House Security
  http://www.brickhousesecurity.com/car-vehicle-tracking.html
- Live View GPS
  http://www.liveviewgps.com/
- RM Tracking
  http://www.rmrtracking.com/government.php
- Covert GPS
  http://www.covert-gps-vehicle-tracking-systems.com/

**Neighborhood Utility Box Covert Camera**

Set up in seconds as an inconspicuous utility box and begin recording activity for over 30 hours. May be customized to provide remote surveillance capability.

- MVS
  http://www.mobilevideosurveillance.com/utilitycam.htm

**Body Worn Covert Cameras**

This is a must-have piece of equipment that should be included in every PI’s tool bag no matter what types of investigations he/she conducts. You will always need to take photos/video for documentation and identification purposes, and these new high-tech covert cameras offer pinhole-size lenses that are totally undetectable.

- Star Tech Outlet
- Brick House Security
- Spy Associates
- Security Kits

**Surveillance Binoculars**

- Binoculars.Com
  http://www.binoculars.com/binoculars/7953+7954.cfm
- Optics Planet
  http://www.opticsplanet.net/steiner-10x42-military-surveillance-binoculars-650.html

**Night Viewing Binoculars**

- Spy Associates
  http://www.spyassociates.com/night-scout-binoculars-p-1186.html
- Binoculars.Com
  http://www.binoculars.com/night-vision/7953+7958.cfm
Digital Camera Binoculars

Binoculars.com
http://www.binoculars.com/binoculars/specialty-binoculars/bushnell8x30imagin3mpsyncfocusinstantreplaybinoculars.cfm

Periscopes

Advanced Camera Tech
http://www.advancedcameratech.com/miniperiscope.html
Binoculars.Com

Books and Reference Materials

To supplement your training DTI recommends purchasing additional books of interest through Amazon.com using the following search terms:

• Internal Theft Investigation
• Undercover Investigation
• Surveillance
• Photography for Investigators